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Thirty-five years ago II. J. Chang [l] determined the irreducible representa- 
tions of the Witt algebra W(1). F or a long time this was the only contribution to 
the representation theory of simple nonclassical Lie algebras. In the last ten 
years some important results on this subject have been proved. But until now no 
methods have been known which allow a complete description, even for sub- 
classes of nonclassical simple Lie algebras, of the irreducible representations. 
0n the other hand, there are many results about the ignite-dimensional 
representations of Lie algebras over a field of characteristic 0. Reference [ 
especially motivated me to transpose some methods used there. By this one gets 
results not only for solvable algebras (as in [4]) but also for simple ones, although 
this seemed to be a completely different area. The main result of this note is a 
lower bound for the dimension of modules of &rite-dimensional Lie algebras 
over a field of characteristic p > 0 (Main Theorem). This theorem is a 
generalizing analog of a criterion of irreducibility which goes back to Blattner 52:. 
(Recently R. E. Block mentioned, without details, that there exists an charac- 
teristic-p-version of Blattner’s criterion. It seems that he had in mind only the 
case of nonsimple restricted Lie algebras.) 
In the second part of this note I will show how this theorem works 
discussing the well-known example of IV(I). Furthermore, I will give some n 
proofs for Chang’s results. 
Some more general applications of the Main Theorem will be pu 
a future note. 
We prove the following: 
MMN THEOREM. Let h, k be subazgebras of die algebra G over an ~~eb~~~c~~~~ 
closed $eld K of characteristic p > 0, G = h sz CL, Kei . Let MG resp. MA be 
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Jinite-dimensional G- resp. h-modules, Ilir, h-irreducible, and Mh C n/i, . Let T 
denote the cowesponding representation. Assume 
(1) k is an ideal of h, 
(2) there exist fi ,..., fm E k (m < n) so that T(eifj) is nilpotent ;f i #j and 
invertible ;f i = j, 
(3) eifj, (e&e, E h for all i, j, 1, 
(4) k f Cisj Keifj generates a Lie-subalgebra R such that T(g) is nilpotent foT 
all g E hk + RR. Then 
dim Mo 3 pm dim Mh . 
Remark. If G is filtered G = G-, 3 G, *‘a, this theorem will often be applied 
with h := G,, , k : = G, for suitable r > 0. 
The proof is done in several steps. 
LEMMA 1. Let U be a set of nilpotent transformations on Mo which is closed 
under theLieproduct operation. Then Ugenerates an associative nilpotent algebra 0. 
Proof. This is a special case of Jacobson’s theorem about nil weakly closed 
sets. 
LEMMA 2. (a) T(hk) j n/r = 0 
(b) f E k * Wf) E K such that T(f) 1 Mh = L(f) IdMh holds. 
Proof. (b) follows from (a) by Schur’s lemma. (a): By (1) T(hk) is an ideal of 
T(h) which contains only nilpotent transformations (Assumption 4). Therefore 
MhT(hk) is a h-module which is not all of Mh (Lemma 1). Since Mh is irreducible 
it follows MhT(hk) = 0. 
LEMMA 3. (a) Let U := {T(f), f E R, T(f) nilpotent). Then 8 is associative 
nilpotent. 
(b) $) contains the nilpotent ideal i?&$ (associative product). 
Proof. Assumption (4) implies T(g) E U for all g E RR. Therefore, Lemma 1 
,n 
is applicable. (This proves (a)). Moreover, it follows that UT(R) is invariant under 
associative right and left multiplication by elements T(f), f E R. So l?TG is an 
ideal of%& which is nilpotent since (???$$)d C 7?$) holds. 1 
We introduce some notations: Write s for an n-tupel (sr ,..., sn) E N* and .zi 
for the tupel (0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0). If s, t E N”, “s < t” means “si < ti for all i.” 
Define (3 := (2) *.. (2) and j s / := s, + a.* + s, . If e, ,..., e, are the vectors 
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defined in the theorem, then put ES : = T(e# * .. Tsar E” commutes with XI 
element T(z) E End(MG) in the following well-known manner: 
(*> ET4 = ozcs (J T((~t;;Jsde2 -*. C~,;;($r4 *-) E9N. 
1 n 
y o(a), a E N, we denote vectors of iVG of the form 
2iEST(fj) = L(h) uE” + jj siuT(eifj) Es-‘i + o(j s i - I). 
i=l 
PYOO~. Applying assumption (3) on (*) one gets 
24 ,,sG,,2 (J W, -a* (e,h) e-1 ESvt = 4 s I - I>* 
.s / 
Namely, twofold products are in h and if 1 G 1 > 3 the product is a sum of an 
element in. h and some ei . Therefore one has 
uEST(fj) = uT(f,) ES + f siuT(eifj) Es-“i -k o(! s j - I). 
i=l 
Now apply Lemma 2b. 
Proof OJ the theorem. Assume there is a nontrivial relation 
with minimal a > 0. Lemma 4 implies 
0 = c u(s) EST(h) = Ii c u(s) 23” 
I”l@ IsISa 
+ c 2 s&s) T(e&) Eswci i- o(62 - I), 
Is1Sa i=l 
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The choice of a yields 
z (ti + 1) u(t + 4 TWA = 0 if I t I = a - 1 for allj = l,..., m. 
Define vi = vi(t) := (ti + 1) u(t + EJ, Tij := T(e&). By assumption (2), Tij 
is nilpotent for i f j and invertible for i = j. Hence vi = -Ci+j viTijTj;:’ for all 
j = l,..., m and vi ,..., V, E cE, vi h$j. But OT(R) is nilpotent, so 
v1 = ..* = v, = 0. It follows that 
s$4(s) = 0 for all s, 1 s 1 = a, and for all i = l,..., m. 
If {Ui ,...) UJ is a basis of Mb , then {z+lJ~i Tsj(ej), 1 < i < m, 0 < sj < p - l} 
is a linearly independent set. This proves the theorem. 1 
In many cases one can use this theorem to prove that a module Mo is induced 
by a submodule Mh . Let G be a restricted Lie algebra. Then there exists for 
everyfg Gf[pl E G such that Rg(f) = R(f[“l). If T is an irreducible representa- 
tion then by Schur’s lemma there exists S(f) E K such that Tp(f) - T(f@l) = 
,9(f) Id holds. Veisfeiler and Kac [7] observed that S is linear. I call T an 
“irreducible representation with trace S.” For any linear form S E GD there 
exists an irreducible representation with trace S. Representations with different 
traces are nonisomorphic. The p-representations are those with trace zero. Let 
(U,j) be the universal enveloping algebra of G. z(f) := jp(j) - j(f@l) - 
Sal E U centralizes j(G) and hence U. Define 
____ ~ 
U(G, S) = U(G) := U@(f), f~ G). 
U(G) has finite dimension and is universal in the following sense: If M’ is any 
irreducible G-module with trace S, then there exists a unique homomorphism Z 
which makes the following diagram commute: 
G 
I\- 
T’ 
I/ 
U(G). 
2P 
End(M’) 
Now let h be a subalgebra of G and M& a h-irreducible h-submodule of M. 
Denote by U(h) the associative subalgebra of U(G) generated by h. Then M is a 
homomorphic image of the induced module M, @m U(G), which also is 
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fmite-dimensional and has the same trace S. Xow we apply the Main Theorem 
to this situation: if n = nz, then 
pn dim Mti > dim(lUh @Li(h) U(G)) > dim M > pqa dim LW,~ , 
COROLLARY. If G is restricted and if n = m holds in the Main Tkeoreq then M 
is induced 44 gg M, Bum U(G). Mh is the only irreducible k-s~b~od~~e of alzd 
is the set of all eigenvectors of k. 
Proof. We only have to prove that all eigenvectors of k lie in Mh . We use 
the notations in the proof of the Main Theorem. Let v be an eigenvector of k, 
VT(f) = L’(f)v for all f~ k, L’(f) E 
The description of M as an induced module ensures 
v = c u(s)E”, u(s) E M, 
ISI@ 
where s = (sl , . . . . s,) E Nn and ES = ~~I1 Pf(ei). Assume n > 0. Then 
L’(f)v = d’(f) = 1 u(s) EST(f) = c u(s) T(f)lP + 
s s 
= L(f) c 4w” + 
s 
and 
The linear independence of the vectors in question yields L(j) = L’(f) for ali 
f E k and CF=, u(t + E&t2 + 1) T(eif) = . As in the proof of 
the Main Theorem this is impossible, so a 
I 
We will illustrate the theorem by discussing the ~-dimensional Witt algebra 
TV = W(1). W has a basis {e-, ,..., ePP2 ) with multiplication eiej = (j - +z,,~ if 
-1 < i + j < p - 2, otherwise = 0. W is filtered (even graded) if one defines 
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Wi := &i Kej . WI p o erates nilpotently on W. Let T denote an irreducible 
representation of W with trace S and M the corresponding module, 
Tfl(eJ = SP(ei)ld if i # 0, TP(e,,) - T(e,) = S”(e,)ld. 
Define Y : = min{i 3 -IiS = 0 ‘Q” 3 ;I, Y :== p - 1 if S(e,-a) # 0, and 
s := [~‘/2] the largest integer < Y/Z. 
(a) Y = -1 means S = 0. T is a restricted representation. Chang determined 
T by a direct and simple computation. 
For the following cases we remark that, for i > 0, S(ei) is the only eigenvalue 
of T(eJ. Therefore using Jacobson’s theorem about nil weakly closed sets we see 
that all irreducible submodules of W, (resp. WI if Y = 0) in M are trivial. So all 
irreducible submodules of W, are one-dimensional (since W,W, _C W,). 
(b) Y = 0, 1: Let Kv = Mt be an irreducible W,,-module, 
and 
Then 
vT(e,J = tv, vT(eJ = 0 for i > 0 
n-1 
M = c KvTi(e-,), where dim M = n < p. 
i=O 
n-1 
0 = trace T(e,) = c (t + i) = nt + n(n - 1)/2 = (2t + n - l)n/2, 
i=O 
that is, n E 0 (modp) or 2t = 1 - n (modp). If n = 0 then M is trivial and 
S = 0. If 2t = 1 - n then t E GF(p) and P(e,)v = vTp(e,) - vT(e,,) = 0, 
that is, Y = 0. In that case one has S(e-,) f 0 and vTn(e-J # 0. 
n-2 
vTn(e-,) E c KvTi(epl) 
i=O 
is an eigenvector of T(e,) with eigenvalue t + n, which is possible only if n = p. 
So M is induced by the W,-module Mt = Kv if S + 0. 0n the other hand, 
any module M, induces an irreducible W(l)-module with trace S if t” - t = 
Sp(e,). So there are exactly p isomorphism classes of irreducble W(l)-modules 
with trace S. 
(C)Y >l:ForO<i<swedefineG:= Wiwl,h:= Wi,k:= WTmi,and 
check the assumptions of the Main Theorem. We have G = h $ KeiPl, i.e., 
n = 1, (therefore MG is induced by M, if the Main Theorem works). 
(1) K is an ideal of h, since i < Y - i and therefore Wymi C Wi . 
(2) Ifr<p-lori>O,f:=e,-,Ekiswelldefined. 
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5?(e,~+Ie,-i) = (7 + 1 - 2;) T(e,-,) is invertible, since y + 1 - 2i tr: 
S(e,.-,) # 0. In the case r > 1, S(e,.-,) is the only eigenvalue of T(e,-,). 
(3) e,-,el.-i E Ke,-, , (ei-le,-i) e,-l E Ke,.+g e,-, T erti--” lie in h = Wi : 
since 1’ - 1 3 i and y + i - 2 3 i. 
(4) R := k + Ke+, is a subalgebra of h because k is an ideal of h: 
RR C kk + ke,-, C kh C W,_iW, C “WT . T(g) is nilpotent if g F WY as we 
remarked earlier. 
Thus the Main Theorem is applicable if Y < p - 2 or r = p - 1 and i > 0. 
Hence X, L--1 2x l%vi &pxj qwi-,). 
To discuss the irreducible’ W-modules with trace S we start with the deter- 
mination of the irreducible W,-modules. They are one-dimen 
pleteiy deternined by 5’. The result just proved is: every chain 
irreducible W,-submodules consists of induced modules. 
This is also true if Y = 0, 1. 
THEOREM (H. 3. Chang). P;br any S f 0 and r + p - 1 all 
e&% &ace S are induced 
M = M(S) s K 0% U(W), s := [Y/Z]. 
10 dimension is ps+l. They are all isomorphic if Y f 0, 1) and there exist exactly p 
isomoQAism classes if y = 0, 3. 
Now regard the case Y = p - 1. 0ur proof only works for i > 0 and yie?ds 
‘~EOREM (H. J. Chang). For any S, S(e,-,) f 0 there exists exactly o?ze 
isomovphism class of irreducible W,-submodules with trace S. If is represented by 
K Oo(w,) VW,), s = (p -- l)% 
Its dimension is ps. 
Kow we give a new proof for the fact that every irreducible WO-submodule A& 
is indeed M. Every eigenvector u for W, defines an irreducible W,-su;Smodule 
A&, = I&,(U) of M which is isomorphic to Ku @WI U( W,). MO has dimekon 
@p--1)/z and End (M,) has dimension p - n 1. Since the restrictions to A& of 
Tio(eo) .. Tia-2(eDp2), 0 < ij < p - 1 span End M0 (-RF0 is -irreducible) 
these transformations are linearly independent. Let U be the linear span of 
Ti@(e,) ... Tip-s(epP2), 0 < ij < p - 1 (not the restrictions to ~34~)~ U has dimen- 
sion pn-’ and is an associative algebra, which is isomorphic to End Ma . In 
particular U is simple. Now regard C := Tf(ePP,)T(e_,), t = (p - I)/2 
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ETW, Cl = CT(4, TYe,-J Wdl 
= [T(eJ, Tt(e,-Jl T(h) + ~t(~p-2P(~o)~ W-J 
= tTt-1(e,-2)l?(d, W+Jl T(h) - TYe,-J W-d 
= -(l + t(2 -p))C = 0, 
i?(ei), Cl = Wi), We,-,) Wdl 
= Tt(e,-,)[T(eJ, T(ec,)] - (1 $ i) P(e,-,) T(fz-i) E U for i > 0. 
Therefore 
Tio(e,) --a TiQ-z(e,-,) t-+ [Tio(eo) *-* Ti~-z(e,-2), C] 
defines a linear mapping of U in U, which indeed is a derivation. By a classical 
theorem every derivation of the simple algebra U is inner. There exists B E U 
such that 
(**) [U, C-B] = 0. 
From this we conclude that there exists a common eigenvector w $; 0 of T(W,) 
and C-B. 
LEMMA. M,,(w) = WU is invariant under T(e-,). 
Proof. WU is invariant under C - B by definition of w and (**). So WU 
is invariant under C. Now T(e,-,) is invertible. It follows wUT(e-,) = 
wUTt(e,-,) T(e-,) = w UC C w U. 1 
MO(w) is not only a W,-submodule but also a W-module. M is irreducible, 
hence M = M,(w). Therefore M is irreducible as a W,-module. 
Now let T, T’ be two irreducible representations of W with same trace S, 
S(e,-,) # 0. We ask how much they can differ. Since their restrictions to W, 
are isomorphic we may assume T(eJ = T’(e,) for i > 0. Let C : = Tt(e,-,)T(e-,), 
C’ := Tt(e,-,) T’(e-,), t = (p - 1)/2. For i > 0 one has 
[C - C’, T(eJ] = [Tt(e,-,) T(e-,) - Tt(eD-J T’(e-J, T(eJ] 
= Tt(e,-,)(i + l)(T(e,-,) - T(ei-J) = 0. 
For i = 0 we already proved [C, T(e,,)] = [C’, T(e,)] = 0. C - C’ centralizes U. 
From this follows C’ = C + a/Id, a’ E K and 
T’(e-,) = T(e-,) + aFpfl)lZ(ep-=J, a = Sp(e,-Ja’. 
If on the other hand T is an irreducible representation of W with trace S, then 
T,: T,(eJ = T(eJ, i > 0, T,(e.J = T(e-,) + aT’P+1)/2(e,+,) is an irreducible 
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representation of W for all a kz K. In general T, has a trace S, difkrent from S: 
One has 
&A) = ski) if i # -1. 
To compute S,(e-,) we use Jacobson’s formula for pth powers S,“(e$d = 
CP-1) + uT(p+1)/*(e9-2))p = TP(e-,) + upTp(p+1)i2(e,-2) + C,“zl s,(T(e-,), 
aT@+l” /*(eBT2)), h w ere si is a sum of Lie products, in which aT(P+1)/2(e,-,) 
appears i times and T(e-,) appears p - i times. Thus si vanishes if i > 2, 
s1 = aT(~+1~~2(e,_,)(adT(e~l))~-1, 
D-2 
‘-& = c a2’J”~il)l” (e,~,)(adT(e~l))i(adT (p+1)~(e,_2))(adT(e_l))p-2-” 
i=l 
= a2T(~‘1~~2(e,+J(adT(e~l))~-2(adT(~+1~~2(e,~2)) 
h+1)/2 
=a* 2 T 
m+l)!2)--i(eP-2) 
x (f[T(e,-,), T(e-,)I,..., T(e-,)I) Ti-1(e~,_2)(udT(p+11’z(ep-2)) 
= (p - 2)” d((p + 1)/2) T(~1~~2(ep~,)[T(eo), T(Pf1)~2(e13-2)] 
= a”(@ + 1)/2)*(-2) Tp(e,-,), 
that is, 
sg = -(l/4) a2TP(e,-,). 
It follows that 
S,“(e-,)Id = Tp(e-,) + aPTp(p+1)/2 (e,-,) $ aT(p~1)/2(e,_,)(adT(e-,))~-~ 
- (l/4) a2Tp(e,-,) 
= (@(e-,) -j- upSp(p+1)/2(eD-2) - (l/4) a2SP(e,-,))Id 
+ uT(pi-1)i2(e,_2)(adT(e_,))“-1. 
So one has 
Kid 3 T(“+1)/2(e,_,)(adT(e_,))P-l =: bid, ZIEK, 
Hence S&e-,) = S’(e-,) if and only if a is a solution of 
(*> xpSp(p+1)~2(e,-2) - (l/4) x2S”(e,-,) f xb = 0. 
Thus the number of isomorphism classes of irreducible ~(~)-modulus of trace S 
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is the number of distinct roots of (*). Hence it is p - 1 if a = 26S-~(e,-,) 
satisfies (*) and it is p otherwise. 
Recently Veisfeiler and Kac [7] and Mil’ner [5] observed that for some classes 
of Lie algebras (e.g., classical, completely solvable, Cartan type) the irreducible 
representations are connected with some linear forms on these algebras. This 
connection is very close in case W(1) although there is no bijection between 
representations and traces. 
COROLLARY. If S # 0 then the dimension of an irreducible W(l)-module M 
with trace S is uniquely detemined by rad (S) = {X E W(l), S(xW) = O}. One has 
dim n/r = pdim(W/radW)/Z~ 
Proof. Let s : = [r/2]. We have to prove dim( W/rad(S)) = 2(s $ 1) = Y + 1 
ifrisodd,=2(s+1)=r+2ifr#p-liseven,=p-lifr=p-l1.Let 
x = CTzTr xiei E rad(S), that is, 
0 = S(xe?) = C x,(j - i) S(e,+J j = --I,...,$ - 2. 
is-l 
This system of linear equations has a matrix ((Q)) = (((j - i) S(ei,j))) which is 
skew-symmetric. 
i 
(Y + 1) S(e,-J, 0 *** 
* (2j - Y + 1) S(e,-,), 0 *** 
0 
0 rS2 
-(y + 1) S(e,-J, 0 0 1 i 
0 0 
0 0 
i 
p-r-2. 
The rank of this skew-symmetric matrix is even and lies between Y + 2 and 
P + 1 if Y # p - 1 (since it contains a triangular matrix) and between p and 
p-lifr=p-1. 0 
The Main Theorem gives a further remarkable information about AZ. Let 
Md CM denote any irreducible W,-submodule. 
THEOREM 2. Let Y > 1. Then all submodules Mi 0 < i < s are uniquely 
determined. 
Proof. We prove this theorem inductively by applying the corollary of the 
Main Theorem on G = W,-l, h = Wi . 1 
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